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Abstract— Flexible endoscopes are still the gold standard
in most natural orifice translumenal endoscopic surgery
(NOTES) procedures; however their flexibility (necessary
for navigating through the GI tract) limits their capabilities
in terms of distal manipulation and stability. We propose a
deployable endoscopic add-on aimed at locally counteracting forces applied at the tip of an endoscope. We analyze
different designs: a fully soft version and two hybrid
soft-folded versions. The hybrid designs exploit either an
inextensible structure pressurized by a soft actuator or the
stiffness provided by the unfolded “magic cube” origami
structure. We focus on the fabrication and experimental
characterization of the proposed structures and present
some preliminary designs and integration strategies to
mount them on top of current flexible endoscopes.

I. INTRODUCTION
The trend towards reducing the invasiveness of surgical procedures has pushed research towards the development of smaller and smarter instrumentation, able
to access remote body locations by passing through
natural orifices or more convenient access points [1].
Although a variety of flexible instruments have been
proposed in literature, the endoscope remains the gold
standard for diagnostic and therapeutics procedures
in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Performing therapeutic procedures such as removal of early stage cancer through a flexible endoscope introduces several
challenges in terms of instrument stability and the
capability to provide accurate and repeatable dexterous
motions at the surgical site [2]. Techniques such as
endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) have been
proposed [3], but they require substantial learning
curves mainly due to the lack of distal countertraction [4]. Different strategies have been proposed for
augmenting the therapeutic capabilities of endoscopes
by developing multitasking endoscopic platforms [5],
[6] or add-ons to the endoscope [7]–[10]. However the
inherent flexibility of the instrument, which is necessary for navigating the GI tract, represents one of the
most limiting factors when trying to perform distal
tissue manipulation tasks [2]; the flexural stiffness in
particular drops considerably moving farther from the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of how endoscope flexibility hampers effective
force transmission and tissue manipulation tasks a). b) Fm is the force
exerted by a tool manipulating tissue and Fr is the reaction force on
the endoscope. c) The inherent flexibility of the endoscope causes the
instrument to bend during the task. d) The proposed solution with
an expandable device mounted around the endoscope.

proximal end [11]. Solutions proposed in literature rely
on actively stiffening the endoscope [12] or exploit
locally anchored devices with magnets [13]–[15] or mucoadhesives [16]. The effect of endoscope compliance
is illustrated in Fig. 1. By locally counteracting the
forces applied at the tip we could enable more stable
and reliable distal manipulation tasks. To achieve this
we propose an actively expandable device fixed at
the distal end of conventional endoscopes (see Fig. 1).
When trying to expose the tissue with a manipulation
tool, as illustrated in Fig. 1 a), the applied force Fm
is transmitted to the endoscope (Fig. 1 b)) which may
not be able to counteract it properly (Fr ) Fig. 1 c). In
this paper we propose a system for balancing such
effect Fig. 1 d) and stabilize the endoscope by applying
a counteracting force Fs . In prior work, expandable
balloons have been used as navigation aids for endoscopy [17], [18]. For example, inflatable balloons are
commonly used in double balloon endoscopy [19] to
assist in traversing sharp curves and collapsed areas in
the intestine. Similarly, passive endoscopic add-ons are
currently available for improved navigation as well as
for more stable distal manipulation [20], [21].
In this paper, we address the issue of improving distal manipulation capabilities with conventional flexible
endoscopes. Embedding additional functionality into a
system that can be fixed at the tip of the endoscope
represents a promising approach for improving current manipulation capabilities without disrupting the
current procedure work-flow. We introduce and characterize three different designs: one fully soft, where we
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a 14 mm diameter endoscope will result in a total
expanded structure 40 mm in diameter. The geometries
are chosen to brace against the inner walls of the large
intestine, however the dimensions can be chosen nearly
arbitrarily by adjusting the planar geometries of the
actuator and structure layers.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed actuators. a) The first design
is a soft actuator with a bellows-like structure expanding upon
pressurization. b) A similar concept as a) but creating a rotational
upon pressurization. c) A second design integrates the soft actuator
in a) within a strain limiting structure. d) The third design is an
origami “magic cube” that embeds the rotational soft actuator in b).

present a novel 2D manufacturing technique for fabricating soft pneumatic actuators, and two designs exploiting these soft actuators in combination with rigid
mechanisms fabricated using the pop-up book MEMS
fabrication process [22]. The potential of the pop-up
book MEMS manufacturing paradigm for the design of
medical devices was introduced in [23]. Integration of
inflatable and soft actuators into foldable structures has
been investigated in [24] and [25] and the potential for
medical applications was explored in [26]. The device
can be either fixed at the distal end of the endoscope
(in case full stabilization of the instrument is needed)
or at the beginning of the steerable section (in case the
endoscopist needs to reorient the instrument tip during
the procedure). The system can be used in combination
with an articulated arm such as the one proposed in
[26] or with conventionally used instruments passed
through the working channel.
II. DESIGN AND FABRICATION
We propose three different designs which are shown
in Fig. 2. The first design is a soft actuator with a
bellows-like structure (Fig. 2 a)) that generates a linear
motion upon inflation. The second design embeds the
soft linear actuator in a strain limiting rigid structure
(Fig. 2 c)). The final design exploits soft rotational
actuators (Fig. 2 b)) to expand an origami “magic cube”
(Fig. 2 d)). The mechanisms are designed to provide a
minimum vertical expansion of 13 mm. Integration of
multiple mechanisms in a radial configuration around

The soft actuators are fabricated with 50 µm thick
Thermoplastic Elastomer - TPE (Fiber Glast, USA) following the process shown in Fig 3a)-c). Different layers
of TPE are laser cut with a CO2 laser and alternated
with four laser cut 50 µm thick Teflon layers Fig 3a).
Layers of TPE and Teflon are aligned using precision
dowel pins. The bottom layer embeds the channel to be
connected to a pressure source. The layers of TPE are
bonded by heating the laminate at 190 ◦ C for one hour
under 0.7 MPa pressure as shown in Fig 3b). The Teflon
layers serve to mask areas to selectively bond with the
upper or lower TPE layers. The soft actuator is then
released from the laminate Fig 3c). Subsequently, a tube
with internal diameter of 0.64 mm (Micro Renathane
Catheter Tubing, Braintree Scientific, USA) is bonded
to the actuator. The same process was used for both
the fabrication of the soft linear actuator (Fig. 2 a)) and
the soft rotational actuator (Fig. 2 b)). The output force
F generated by the actuators can be simply modeled as
F = P × A where P is the input pressure and A is the
area indicated in Fig. 2 a) and b).
B. Design and fabrication of the hybrid mechanisms
The strain limiting structure consists of a belt-like
mechanism that encapsulates the soft linear actuator
(Fig. 2 c)) in order to limit the expansion of the actuator
and provide greater stiffness when the pressure is increased. In a second hybrid design, an origami “magic
cube” design (Fig. 2 d)) exploits two soft rotational
actuators to unfold and extend the structure. When
fully expanded, the side walls of the cube provide
structural resistance to compression.
Both the strain limiting and the magic cube designs
were fabricated by integrating the linear and rotational
soft actuators during the lamination process in Fig. 3
d)-e). The fabrication process (bulk laser machining and
lamination of the rigid and flexible layers) is based
on the popup book MEMS process described in [22].
The resulting prototypes are made of three materials:
254 µm glass-reinforced epoxy laminate sheets as structural material, pressure sensitive adhesive (3M R 9877),
and 25 µm polyimide film as flexible materials. Each
layer is laser machined individually using a diodepumped solid-state (DPSS) laser, realigned using precision dowel pins and laminated together with the soft
actuators (Fig. 3 d)). The resulting laminate is laser
machined again (Fig. 3 e)) to release the structure from
the surrounding bulk material.
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Fig. 3. Fabrication workflow for the proposed mechanisms. The steps necessary to manufacture the soft actuators made from TPE: a) layers
of TPE are alternated with Teflon to selectively bond areas of TPE b) under specific temperature and pressure conditions. This structure is
subsequently laser machined to release the actuator c). The soft actuator is laminated with the layers forming rigid structures d) and a final
laser machining step is performed to release the mechanisms e).

III. EXPERIMENTS
Stress-strain tests on the TPE were performed according to standard ISO 37:2005(E) and repeated on
three different samples. The bonding between the TPE
layers that constitute the soft actuators was tested
to measure the peel strength according to the ASTM
standard D903-98(2010) on three samples. The burst
pressure of the actuators was measured by pressurizing
them to failure. All prototypes were experimentally
characterized in terms of blocked force, displacement,
and resistance to compression (i.e., stiffness).
A. Soft actuator force characterization
The blocked force of the linear soft actuators was
measured by constraining one side and placing the
other in contact with a force/torque sensor (Nano 17,
ATI Industrial Automation NC, USA). The same setup
was used for measuring the block torque on the soft
rotational actuators. The internal pressure is recorded
using a pressure sensor (BSP B010-EV002-A00A0B-S4,
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Fig. 4.
Experimental setup for the bending stiffness tests. The
flexural stiffness of the endoscope was measured in three different
conditions: a) fixing the distal part of the endoscope rigidly, b) using
the strain limiting structure design, and c) using the magic cube
design.

Balluff, USA). The test was repeated three times on two
different actuators.
B. Soft actuator displacement characterization
The linear and angular displacement characterization of the soft actuators is performed by applying
increasing pressure and resolving the correspondent
displacement visually; the test was repeated three times
on two different actuators. Images are taken by placing
a camera on a tripod parallel to the actuator and the
resulting images are analyzed in Matlab (Mathworks
Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
C. Compression tests
In order to assess the capability of the mechanisms
to withstand and counteract the forces applied during
a procedure with a flexible endoscope, a compression
test was performed. All the three designs were tested
by placing them in the fully expanded configuration
on a rigid plate and imposing a force of 1.5 N with
a materials testing machine (Instron), holding the force
for 300 s and recording the induced displacement. Each
test was repeated three times.
D. Bending stiffness tests
To assess the possibility of improving the flexural
stiffness of the endoscope, we integrated the mechanisms at the end of the steerable section (after that point
the endoscope tends to bend because of its own weight)
of an Olympus CF-100L endoscope. We imposed a
10 mm displacement at the tip with the Instron and
recorded the force. The test was repeated in three
conditions: 1) rigidly fixing the endoscope (ideal case)
as shown in Fig. 4 a), 2) using the strain limiting design
on top of a rigid plate (Fig. 4 b)), and 3) using the
origami magic cube design on top of a rigid plate
(Fig. 4 c). Each test was repeated three times.
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Fig. 5. Fabricated prototypes. a) Soft linear actuator deflated and inflated. b) Soft linear actuator integrated in the strain limiting structure
in unactuated and actuated states. c) Soft rotational actuator deflated and inflated. d) Origami magic cube (with two internal soft rotational
actuators) in unactuated and actuated states.
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Fig. 7. Blocked force of linear actuators. The dashed line represent
the output from the model. The solid line is the mean value and
the shaded area represent one standard deviation computed on two
prototypes, tested three times each.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Prototypes of each actuator type are shown in Fig. 5
in both folded and deployed configurations.
The stress-strain plot of the TPE is shown in Fig. 6,
the max stress before failure was 51.2±4 MPa at
387.1±15.8 % strain. The elastic modulus is approximately 10 MPa.
The peel strength for the thermally bonded TPE
layers was 0.73±0.02 N/mm (maximum value
0.76 N/mm, minimum value 0.71 N/mm).
The burst pressure for the soft actuators is approximately 104.8±3.2 kPa.
A. Soft actuator force characterization
Results from the blocked force and torque experiments are given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively,
together with predictions from the simple model in
section II-A. Both actuators exhibit a linear trend, with
the linear actuator capable of generating up to 9.8 N at
150 kPa. This same test was also performed when the
actuator is extended by 13 mm, also in this configuration it was able to generate forces up to 5.2 N at 52 kPa
pressure. In addition, these actuators are bidirectional.

By applying vacuum, the soft actuators can be folded
back to their original configurations. The forces that the
actuators are able to generate when applying negative
pressure were approximately 0.5 N. The rotational actuator can provide torques up to 25 mNm at 120 kPa.
Also in this case the actuator presents a linear trend
and follows the model.
B. Soft actuator displacement characterization
The displacement-pressure curve is shown in Fig. 9.
For low pressures (up to 3.5 kPa) the motion is linear
– as shown by the dashed line in Fig 9 – as the
bellows deform. Increasing the pressure leads to further
expansion up to 15 mm due to the strain in the TPE.
A similar trend is followed by the rotational actuator
(Fig. 10) where for pressure below 4 kPa the trend is
linear and angles up to 100◦ can be reached. Angles up
to 156◦ can be obtained upon additional pressurization.
C. Compression tests
Fig. 11 shows the results of the compression test on
the soft linear actuator, the strain limiting structure,
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Fig. 8.
Blocked torque of rotational actuators. The dashed line
represent the output from the model. The solid line is the mean value
and the shaded area represent one standard deviation computed on
two prototypes, tested three times each.
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Fig. 11. Plot of the displacement experienced by the soft linear
actuator, strain limiting structure, and origami magic cube when
1.5 N force is applied. The solid line is the mean value and the
shaded areas represent one standard deviation computed on three
repetitions of the test.
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Fig. 9. Displacement characterization of the soft linear actuator.
The solid line is the mean value and the shaded area represents one
standard deviation computed on two prototypes, tested three times
each. The dashed lines represent a linear fit of the experimental data
up to 3.5 kPa.
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Fig. 12. Results of the flexible endoscope bending tests; comparison
between the ideal case of the rigidly constrained endoscope, and
the introduction of the strain limiting structure or the origami magic
cube. The solid line is the mean value and the shaded area represents
one standard deviation computed on three repetitions of the test.
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Fig. 10. Angular displacement characterization of the soft rotational
actuator. The solid line is the mean value and the shaded area
represents one standard deviation computed on two prototypes,
tested three times each. The dashed lines represent a linear fit of
the experimental data up to 4 kPa.

and the origami magic cube. Both the soft actuator
and the strain limiting structure were pressurized at
40 kPa resulting in an initial height of 15 mm. The
rotational actuators embedded in the origami magic
cube were pressurized until the structure was completely deployed. After an initial transient (necessary
for the Instron testing machine to reach the target force
value of 1.5 N), all three designs are able to preserve
their position and remain stable. The target force was
chosen based of force requirements for effective tissue
manipulation [27]. The soft linear actuator, due to its
compliant nature, experienced an average compression

of 6.8 mm±1 mm and presented the largest variability.
This would result in large motions during endoluminal
tissue manipulation. The hybrid approaches (strain limiting structure and origami magic cube) considerably
improved the performances both in terms of compressibility and variability. The strain limiting structure
experienced a compression of 1.3 mm±0.06 mm and
the origami magic cube underwent a compression of
0.3±0.01 mm.
D. Bending stiffness tests
The results from the bending tests are reported in
Fig. 12. The fixed endoscope represents the best case
scenario where the base of the bending section is fully
constrained. The origami magic cube design demonstrated the ability to fully restore the stiffness locally,
requiring the same force to deflect the tip by the same
amount. The strain limiting design is also able to act
as fixed point, although for forces higher than 0.3 N it
starts to diverge from the ideal case.
E. Fabrication of multiple units and endoscope integration
Given that the fabrication workflow is a parallel
process, multiple units can be fabricated in the same
laminate; in Fig. 13 a) a laminate embedding seven
linear actuators is shown, all actuators share the same
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Fig. 13. Integration of the three proposed actuators designs around a flexible endoscope. a) Seven soft linear actuators are interconnected so
that they can be inflated with a single tube. b) The actuators are integrated on a sleeve mounded on the endoscope and c) subsequently are
inflated, expanding into the bracing structure. d) Similarly, five strain limiting structures are fabricated in a single batch with one channel
for inflation, e) positioned around the endoscope, and f) inflated. g) Four origami magic cubes are likewise attached on the outer part of the
endoscope and h) their inflation is demonstrated.

inflation channel. Similarly in Fig. 13 d) a composite
laminate with strain limiting designs is shown. Both the
soft and strain limiting designs can be integrated on a
flexible endoscope by wrapping the laminate circumferentially as shown in Fig. 13 b) and e) respectively.
In the case of the soft sleeve, the diameter added to
the endoscope in the deflated configuration is 1.6 mm.
Fig. 13 c) shows a picture of the soft sleeve inflated. In
the case of the strain limiting design, the width added
to the endoscope diameter is 3.2 mm in the deflated
configuration; the inflated configuration is shown in
Fig. 13 f). For the origami magic cube design we integrated each cube separately on the endoscope. In the
deflated configuration the maximum added dimension
to the endoscope diameter is 5 mm and the inflated
configuration is shown in Fig. 13 h). Currently the
actuators are integrated as discrete elements, which
may not be optimal in terms of forming areas of stress
concentrations. Future efforts will focus on integrating
actuators into a rounded structure coaxial with respect
to the endoscope.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we analyze the possibility of integrating endoscopic add-ons to locally counteract forces
applied at the tip of a flexible endoscope without
increasing the stiffness of the instrument and thus

its navigation capabilities. We introduce a layer-bylayer manufacturing method for fabricating linear and
rotational soft actuators. The stroke of the actuators can
be geometrically programmed according to the number of layers. The manufacturing method of the soft
actuators doesn’t require any adhesives and enables
batch manufacturing. The actuators present a linear
trend both in force and displacement as long as the
deformation is related to the unfolding of the structure.
We demonstrate the possibility of integrating the soft
actuators into rigid structures to improve their performances, illustrating two different design approaches: a
strain-limiting structure and an origami magic cube. All
proposed systems are fabricated using materials previously used in the manufacturing of medical devices
and are characterized in terms of their capability of
withstanding compression forces. The origami magic
cube was able to compensate for the highly flexible
structure of conventional endoscopes that are particularly compliant after the steerable section. We fabricated multiple prototypes for each design and fixed
them on a flexible endoscope. All the designs have a
low footprint – adding a maximum of 5 mm to the
outer diameter of the endoscope (in their undeployed
states) – and can be actively opened and closed several
times, paving the way for their use also as navigation

aids. The devices can be mounted at the distal tip of
the endoscope or before the bending section depending
on the specific application or endoscopist’s preference.
Mounting them proximal to the steerable section gives
the advantage of acting as a local grounding point for
being able to apply forces distally in a more reliable and
stable way. We focus on the design and characterization
of a single expansion device, although we envisage integrating multiple elements radially arranged in order
to be able to counteract distal forces independently on
the endoscope orientation. The devices can be used in
combination with conventional endoscopic instruments
that can be passed through the endoscope working
channel (which is left free since the proposed designs
are conceived to be mounted on the outer part of the
endoscope) as well as with manipulation aids such as
the multi-articulated arm proposed in [28]. Future work
will focus on improving the integration of multiple
prototypes in a radial arrangement and embedding
them in an external sleeve to reduce potential stress
concentration on areas of the GI tract.
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